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Abstract

As the model size of pre-trained language models
(PLMs) grows rapidly, full fine-tuning becomes pro-
hibitively expensive for model training and storage. In
vision-and-language (VL), parameter-efficient tuning (PET)
techniques are proposed to integrate modular modifica-
tions (e.g., Adapter and LoRA) into encoder-decoder PLMs.
By tuning a small set of trainable parameters, these tech-
niques perform on par with full fine-tuning. However, ex-
cessive modular modifications and neglecting the function-
ality gap between the encoders and decoders can lead to
performance degradation, while existing PET techniques
(e.g., VL-Adapter) overlook these critical issues. In this
paper, we propose a Vision-and-Language Parameter-
Efficient Tuning (VL-PET) framework to impose effective
control over modular modifications via a novel granularity-
controlled mechanism. Considering different granularity-
controlled matrices generated by this mechanism, a va-
riety of model-agnostic VL-PET modules can be instanti-
ated from our framework for better efficiency and effective-
ness trade-offs. We further propose lightweight PET mod-
ule designs to enhance VL alignment and modeling for the
encoders and maintain text generation for the decoders.
Extensive experiments conducted on four image-text tasks
and four video-text tasks demonstrate the efficiency, ef-
fectiveness and transferability of our VL-PET framework.
In particular, our VL-PETlarge with lightweight PET mod-
ule designs significantly outperforms VL-Adapter by 2.92%
(3.41%) and LoRA by 3.37% (7.03%) with BART-base (T5-
base) on image-text tasks. Furthermore, we validate the
enhanced effect of employing our VL-PET designs on ex-
isting PET techniques, enabling them to achieve signifi-
cant performance improvements. Our code is available at
https://github.com/HenryHZY/VL-PET.

*Corresponding author.
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Figure 1. Relative average performance gain of difference PET
techniques w.r.t to full fine-tuning. Experiments are conducted
with three seeds on four image-text tasks based on BART-base.

1. Introduction

Recently, the paradigm of pre-training transformer-based
models on large-scale corpus and then fine-tuning them for
downstream tasks has achieved great success in various do-
mains, such as natural language processing (NLP) [50, 9,
33, 27, 45, 2], computer vision (CV) [10, 35, 36, 34, 13, 1],
and vision-and-language (VL) [6, 28, 23, 29, 8, 42, 51].
However, as the model size of pre-trained language models
(PLMs) and the number of tasks grow rapidly, fine-tuning
the entire parameter set of PLMs (i.e., full fine-tuning)
and preserving a task-specific copy of PLMs becomes pro-
hibitively expensive for model training and storage.

To mitigate these problems, parameter-efficient tuning
(PET) techniques are proposed to save model storage space.
As stated in [12], most PET techniques freeze the whole
PLM backbone and integrate trainable modular modifica-
tions (i.e., additional small trainable PET modules, such as
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Adapter [15] and LoRA [16]) into PLM. By only tuning a
small set of trainable parameters, these techniques achieve
performance comparable to full fine-tuning. Despite the
significant achievements of PET in NLP [40, 12, 32, 54,
21, 38, 16, 31] and CV [18, 41, 4, 19, 3, 7, 53], the po-
tential of PET in VL has not been fully explored and re-
quires further VL-specific investigation to bridge the nat-
ural modality gap between vision and language. In VL,
most PET techniques follow NLP-specific modular mod-
ifications [39, 20, 55, 56, 22, 52, 37], while lacking VL-
specific designs. Moreover, these techniques mainly focus
on discriminative tasks (e.g., image-text retrieval), limiting
the generalization ability of PLMs. Although the state-of-
the-art PET approach VL-Adapter [49] has studies chal-
lenging VL tasks, including discriminative and generative
tasks (e.g., image captioning), it directly migrates those
NLP-specific modular modifications without deep explo-
ration about the most appropriate design for VL domains.

To conduct a more thorough investigation into VL-
specific PET techniques, we raise and analyze two criti-
cal issues neglected by existing PET techniques in VL:
(1) Integrating heavy and excessive modular modifica-
tions [12, 46] into PLMs can greatly affect the intermediate
output of the PLMs, leading to instability and performance
degradation. Therefore, it is crucial to take measures to im-
pose effective control over these modular modifications to
achieve better performance on VL tasks. However, state-of-
the-art PET techniques (e.g., VL-Adapter) directly integrate
modular modifications into PLMs without effective control.
(2) For PLMs used in VL tasks, there exists functionality
gap between the encoders and decoders [8]. Specifically,
the encoders focus on VL alignment and modeling, while
the decoders focus on auto-regressive text generation con-
ditioned on the visual-language representations. PLMs rely
on the cross-attention modules inside the decoders to bridge
the gap between the encoders and decoders. Therefore, it is
essential to introduce tailored modular modification designs
for each module, thereby enhancing their unique abilities
and achieving better performance. However, state-of-the-
art PET techniques directly assign identical modular mod-
ifications to PLMs without exploring the unique ability of
each PLM module, leading to suboptimal performance.

In this paper, we propose a novel Vision-and-Language
Parameter-Efficient Tuning (VL-PET) framework to ad-
dress the above issues. We introduce a novel granularity-
controlled mechanism to generate a granularity-controlled
matrix as effective control over the modular modifica-
tions introduced by PET techniques. Considering dif-
ferent granularity control levels, a variety of granularity-
controlled matrices are generated by the proposed mecha-
nism with different trainable parameter complexities. With
these granularity-controlled matrices and a novel multi-
head modular modification, a variety of model-agnostic

VL-PET modules can be instantiated from our VL-PET
framework for better efficiency and effectiveness trade-
offs. Furthermore, conventional PET module designs typ-
ically integrate modular modifications (i.e., PET modules
such as Adapter) into all self-attention, cross-attention, and
feed-forward modules of the PLM backbones. Due to
the unique abilities of the encoders and decoders, we pro-
pose lightweight PET module designs that facilitate suitable
modular modifications integration into the encoders and de-
coders. For encoders, we integrate our instantiated VL-
PET modules into self-attention and feed-forward for better
VL alignment and modeling. For decoders, we only inte-
grate our instantiated VL-PET modules into cross-attention
to maintain decoder knowledge and enhance text genera-
tion. We further assign our instantiated VL-PET module to
the value matrix inside the cross-attention, enabling refined
and enhanced control over the decoders. Subsequent exper-
iments demonstrate that lightweight designs significantly
outperform conventional designs with fewer parameters.

Extensive experiments are conducted on four image-text
tasks with BART-base [27], including visual question an-
swering (VQAv2 [11] and GQA [17]), visual reasoning
(NLVR2 [47]) and image captioning (MSCOCO [5]). As
shown in Figure 1, all of the proposed VL-PET modules
with lightweight PET module designs outperform the state-
of-the-art PET techniques. In particular, VL-PETlarge (i.e.,
one of our instantiated VL-PET modules) significantly out-
performs VL-Adapter by 2.92% and LoRA by 3.37%. Fur-
thermore, we transfer our model-agnostic VL-PET mod-
ules to another larger backbone (i.e., T5-base [45]), where
the observed trends of performance improvement remain
consistent with those observed in BART-base. Our VL-
PETlarge still significantly surpasses VL-Adapter by 3.41%
and LoRA by 7.03% in the same image-text tasks. How-
ever, state-of-the-art PET techniques do not show similar
improvements with this larger PLM, and some techniques
even exhibit performance degradation due to their heavy
and excessive modular modifications integration. For com-
pleteness, we also transfer VL-PET modules to four video-
text tasks, including video question answering (TVQA [24]
and How2QA [29]) and video captioning (TVC [25] and
YC2C [57]). Comprehensive experiments and thorough
ablation studies demonstrate the efficiency, effectiveness
and transferability of our VL-PET framework. More-
over, we validate the enhanced effect of employing VL-
PET designs (e.g., granularity-controlled mechanism and
lightweight PET module designs) on existing PET tech-
niques (e.g., Compacter [21] and VL-Adapter), enabling
them to achieve significant performance improvements.

2. Related Work
Generative Pre-trained Language Model. Fine-tuning
pre-trained language models (PLMs) for downstream tasks
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has achieved great success in various domains. How-
ever, the architecture of PLMs also limits its applicabil-
ity to downstream tasks. PLMs with encoder-only archi-
tecture [9, 33] are effective for discriminative tasks, while
PLMs with decoder-only architecture [43, 44, 2] are bet-
ter suited for generative tasks. PLMs with encoder-decoder
architecture [50, 27, 45] are more generalized, as they can
handle both discriminative and generative tasks. To demon-
strate the effectiveness of our VL-PET framework on chal-
lenging downstream tasks (e.g., discriminative and gener-
ative tasks), we adopt encoder-decoder generative PLMs
(e.g., BART-base [27] and T5-base [45]) as our backbones.

Parameter-efficient Tuning. Parameter-efficient Tuning
(PET) techniques are proposed to alleviate the exorbitant
cost of model storage. By fine-tuning PLMs with only
a small set of trainable parameters, PET techniques per-
form on par with full fine-tuning. Existing PET techniques
can be divided into two research categories: (1) As stated
in [12], most PET techniques add new trainable parame-
ters into PLMs (e.g., adapter-based PET techniques [15]
and prompt-based PET techniques [26]); (2) Other PET
techniques fine-tune a partial parameter set of the original
PLMs (e.g., BitFit [54]). Despite the rapid development of
PET techniques in NLP [40, 12, 32, 54, 21, 38, 16, 31]
and CV [18, 41, 4, 19, 3, 7, 53], most PET techniques
in VL are prompt-based or mainly focus on discrimina-
tive tasks [39, 20, 55, 56, 22, 52, 37], which limits the
generalization ability of PLMs. State-of-the-art PET tech-
niques [49, 48] focus on some challenging VL tasks with
encoder-decoder generative PLMs. Regardless of the risk
of performance degradation caused by excessive modular
modifications and the neglect of the unique abilities of the
encoders and decoders, VL-Adapter [49] directly migrates
NLP-specific modular modifications without making VL-
specific designs. In this work, we propose a VL-PET frame-
work with a granularity-controlled mechanism, multi-head
modular modifications and lightweight PET module designs
to tackle these issues neglected by existing PET techniques.

3. VL-PET Framework
In this section, we propose a novel Vision-and-

Language Parameter-Efficient Tuning (VL-PET) frame-
work for encoder-decoder generative PLMs. An illustra-
tion of our model is shown in Fig. 2. We propose a novel
granularity-controlled mechanism to generate a granularity-
controlled matrix at different granularity control levels,
which regulates the output of the modular modifications in-
troduced by PET techniques. As shown in Fig. 3, consid-
ering different granularity control levels and a multi-head
modular modification, a variety of model-agnostic VL-PET
modules can be instantiated from the proposed VL-PET
framework. We further propose lightweight PET module
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Figure 2. Illustration of an encoder-decoder generative pre-trained
language model backbone with model-agnostic VL-PET modules
and lightweight PET module designs.

designs to facilitate suitable VL-PET module integration
into the encoders and decoders.

3.1. Preliminary

As stated in [12], most PET techniques can be at-
tributed to introducing trainable modular modifications
(e.g., Adapter [15] and LoRA [16]) into PLMs and updat-
ing the outputs of frozen PLM modules (e.g., self-attention,
feed-forward, cross-attention and value matrix of cross-
attention). With this unified perspective, tuning with a train-
able PET module can be formulated as follows:

H← H+∆H (1)

where H ∈ RN×d refers to an intermediate hidden state
of length N and dimension d from a PLM module, and
∆H ∈ RN×d refers to a modular modification introduced
by a PET module. In VL tasks, state-of-the-art methods
usually migrate PET techniques [21, 38, 15] from NLP and
CV without making VL-specific designs. Moreover, these
techniques fail to impose effective control over these mod-
ular modifications, while excessive modular modifications
may lead to performance degradation. Therefore, we aim to
tackle this issue with a granularity-controlled mechanism.

3.2. Granularity-controlled Mechanism

To impose effective control over the modular modifica-
tions ∆H, we propose a granularity-controlled mechanism
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Figure 3. Comparison between full fine-tuning and fine-tuning with VL-PET framework. PLM module refers to a sub-module of PLMs
(e.g., self-attention, feed-forward, cross-attention and value matrix of cross-attention). We denote X of length N and dimension d as the
input of a PLM module, H as the output of a PLM module, ∆H as a multi-head modular modification, z as a trainable vector of dimension
d, 11×d as an all-one matrix and G as a granularity-controlled matrix generated by the granularity-controlled mechanism.

that assigns a granularity-controlled matrix G ∈ RN×d to
the updating of the intermediate hidden state H. Adopting a
unified perspective from Eq. (1), the granularity-controlled
mechanism can be expressed as a unified formula:

H← G⊙ (H+∆H) (2)

where ⊙ denotes element-wise product. Given the input
X ∈ RN×d and output H of a PLM module, a granularity-
controlled matrix G can be generated at different granular-
ity levels according to necessities. In this paper, we gener-
ate G into four granularity control levels (i.e., large, mid-
dleX, middleY and small). Specifically, we directly gen-
erate a trainable matrix Glarge ∈ RN×d at the large level.
At the middleX level, we first generate a trainable matrix
G̃middleX ∈ RN×1 and then extend it to GmiddleX ∈ RN×d

without extra trainable parameters. Similarly, we first gen-
erate a trainable matrix G̃middleY ∈ R1×d and G̃small ∈
R1×1 for the middleY and small, respectively, and then ex-
tend them to GmiddleY ∈ RN×d and Gsmall ∈ RN×d with-
out additional trainable parameters.

Given a specific granularity-controlled matrix, a spe-
cific VL-PET module can be instantiated from our VL-PET
framework. Next, we provide one granularity-controlled
matrix generation method for each granularity level, respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 3 and Tab. 1.

Level Trainable
Matrix

Granularity-controlled
Matrix

Trainable Parameter
Complexity

Large Glarge ∈ RN×d Glarge ∈ RN×d O(dr)
MiddleX G̃middleX ∈ RN×1 GmiddleX ∈ RN×d O(d)
MiddleY G̃middleY ∈ R1×d GmiddleY ∈ RN×d O(d)
Small G̃small ∈ R1×1 Gsmall ∈ RN×d O(d)

Table 1. The proposed granularity-controlled matrices at differ-
ent granularity control levels, which are extended from trainable
matrices. Trainable parameter complexity is determined by the
method for generating a trainable matrix.

(1) Large Level. At this level, we generate a granularity-
controlled matrix Glarge ∈ RN×d with a bottleneck archi-
tecture as follows:

Glarge = s · σ(ϕ(XWlarge-down)Wlarge-up) (3)

where Wlarge-down ∈ Rd×r is a down projection layer
which projects features from dimension d to projected hid-
den dimension r, ϕ is a non-linear GELU function [14],
Wlarge-up ∈ Rr×d is an up projection layer, σ is a sig-
moid function and s is a scaling factor, which is a hyper-
parameter specialized for different PLMs. Therefore, the
trainable parameter complexity of Glarge is O(dr).
(2) MiddleX Level. We first define an all-one matrix as
1m×n ∈ Rm×n. The intermediate output of the granularity-
controlled mechanism at middleX level is G̃middleX ∈
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Method Trainable
Params (%)

VQA
Acc. (%)

GQA
Acc. (%)

NLVR2

Acc. (%)
COCO

Cap. (CIDEr) Avg.

Backbone: BART-base

Full Fine-tuning♣ 100 66.880.17 56.790.41 73.660.21 112.010.93 77.330.39

BitFit♣ [54] 1.21 52.940.52 43.150.94 52.290.76 111.440.41 64.960.17
Prompt Tuning♣ [26] 2.00 44.120.45 36.370.35 51.340.83 105.020.24 59.210.21
Compacter♣ [21] 2.70 64.630.09 52.700.24 71.110.35 114.690.42 75.780.21

HyperFormer♣ [38] 5.79 64.620.67 52.550.64 70.741.45 114.840.38 75.690.74

LoRA♣ [16] 5.93 65.150.16 53.660.84 72.580.73 115.010.26 76.600.32

VL-Adapter♣ [49] 4.18 65.760.28 54.160.44 73.190.71 114.610.26 76.930.25

VL-PETsmall 2.98 65.430.06 54.030.14 72.430.22 120.680.35 78.140.11
VL-PETmiddleX 2.98 65.540.09 54.530.15 72.660.17 120.720.51 78.370.14

VL-PETmiddleY 2.98 65.360.15 53.830.39 73.430.78 120.310.09 78.230.19

VL-PETlarge 4.16 66.170.27 55.110.17 73.430.35 122.030.46 79.180.14

Backbone: T5-base

Full Fine-tuning♠ 100 67.100.10 56.300.30 74.300.40 112.200.30 77.500.30

BitFit♠ [54] 0.83 55.100.20 45.500.20 51.701.10 101.200.20 63.400.10
Prompt Tuning♠ [26] 1.26 47.400.70 40.600.40 51.000.40 96.100.90 58.800.60
LoRA♠ [16] 7.54 63.700.20 53.300.10 70.000.30 110.300.40 74.300.10

VL-Adapter♠ [49] 7.98 67.100.10 56.000.40 72.700.30 111.800.10 76.900.20

LST♠ [48] 7.46 66.500.10 55.900.10 71.600.30 113.500.30 76.900.10

VL-PETsmall 4.51 65.880.31 54.961.01 72.640.09 120.050.41 78.380.37
VL-PETmiddleX 4.50 66.630.14 55.870.25 74.110.37 120.410.31 79.260.26

VL-PETmiddleY 4.50 66.620.20 55.870.13 73.910.45 120.260.40 79.170.08

VL-PETlarge 7.31 66.950.21 56.060.21 73.420.46 121.660.06 79.520.21

Table 2. Performance on image-text tasks with different PLM backbones. We report the average result with three seeds for a fair comparison,
where the subscript is the standard deviation. As analyzed in Sec. 4.2, our special VL-PET designs (e.g., lightweight PET module designs)
enable our proposed method to surpass other PET techniques in the downstream tasks (e.g., COCO Captioning). (Bold refers to the best
result among all PET techniques and underline refers to the second-best result among all PET techniques. ♣: We reproduce the results
with three seeds in [49], which only provides results with one seed. ♠: We present the results with three seeds from [48].)

RN×1, which can be calculated as follows:

G̃middleX = s · σ((X+H)Wmiddle-down) (4)

where Wmiddle-down ∈ Rd×1 is a down projection layer.
Next, we use an all-one matrix 11×d ∈ R1×d to copy
G̃middleX d times to construct GmiddleX ∈ RN×d:

GmiddleX = G̃middleX11×d (5)

The trainable parameter complexity of GmiddleX is O(d).

(3) MiddleY Level. The granularity-controlled matrix
GmiddleY ∈ RN×d can be viewed as a variant of GmiddleX

as shown in Fig. 3. Instead of utilizing hidden states from
the PLM backbone, we adopt a trainable vector z ∈ R1×d

to calculate the intermediate output G̃middleY ∈ R1×d:

G̃middleY = s · (σ(z) + 11×d) (6)

The trainable parameter complexity of GmiddleY is O(d).
Similarly, we extend G̃middleY to GmiddleY as follow:

GmiddleY = 1N×1G̃middleX (7)

(4) Small Level. Compared to other levels, the granularity-
controlled mechanism produces the smallest intermediate
output G̃small ∈ R1×1 at this level. We concatenate X and
H along the d dimension to compute G̃small:

G̃small = s · ψ(σ(Concat(X,H)Wsmall-down)) (8)
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where Wsmall-down ∈ R2d×1 is a down projection layer and
ψ denotes average pooling along the dimension N . There-
fore, the trainable parameter complexity of this level is
O(d). In the end, we expand G̃small to Gsmall ∈ RN×d:

Gsmall = 1N×1G̃small11×d (9)

3.3. VL-PET Module with Lightweight Designs

Multi-head Modular Modification. Prior to introducing
our lightweight PET module designs, we introduce a novel
and more effective modular modification into the PLMs in
a multi-head manner. Supposed that Nh is the number of
heads and X′ ∈ RN×d is the input, a multi-head modular
modification ∆H′ ∈ RN×d is defined as:

∆H′ = ϕ(Concat(X′W
(1)
down, · · · ,X

′W
(Nh)
down ))Wup (10)

where W
(i)
down ∈ Rd× r

Nh is a down projection layer for
headi and Wup ∈ Rr×d is a up projection layer. Con-
sidering a multi-head modular modification and different
granularity-controlled matrices describe in Sec. 3.2, a va-
riety of model-agnostic VL-PET modules can be instanti-
ated from our VL-PET framework for better efficiency and
effectiveness trade-offs.

Lightweight PET Module Designs. Conventional PET
module designs typically apply modular modifications to
all self-attention, cross-attention, and feed-forward modules
of the PLM backbones. In VL tasks, state-of-the-art PET
techniques [49] follow these designs for encoder-decoder
PLMs, neglecting the unique abilities of the encoders and
decoders. To mitigate this issue, we propose lightweight
PET module designs that facilitate suitable modular modifi-
cations integration into the encoders and decoders. Specifi-
cally, our lightweight designs present a simple yet efficient
idea that decoder PET modules should be lightweight and
refined compared to encoder PET modules.

Since PLMs are trained on text-only data, adapting PLM
encoders to learn unseen visual representation is crucial for
VL tasks. Therefore, we aim to enhance the visual-language
alignment and modeling ability of the encoders with rela-
tively heavy encoder PET modules. Specifically, we inte-
grate our instantiated VL-PET modules (utilizing Glarge,
GmiddleX, GmiddleY or Gsmall) into both self-attention and
feed-forward modules. As a result, we set X′ as the output
of self-attention or feed-forward modules for Eq. (10).

For the decoder VL-PET modules, we want to avoid
heavy and excessive modular modification in the PLM de-
coders as they are already good at text generation. Since
PLMs utilize cross-attention to bridge the functionality
and modality gap between the encoders and decoders, we
only integrate PET modules into cross-attention modules.
Specifically, we employ our VL-PET modules (utilizing
G = 1N×d for parameter-efficiency) to the value matri-
ces of cross-attention only, enabling lightweight and refined

Method Trainable
Params (%)

TVQA
Acc. (%)

How2QA
Acc. (%)

TVC
Cap. (CIDEr)

YC2C
Cap. (CIDEr) Avg.

Full Fine-tuning 100 77.69 74.79 50.56 151.71 88.69

BitFit 0.38 66.05 65.42 31.16 115.23 69.47
Prompt Tuning 1.18 24.51 27.76 30.22 108.04 47.63
Compacter 1.89 73.78 72.14 41.39 140.52 81.96
LoRA 5.17 75.51 72.69 44.17 142.72 83.77
VL-Adapter 3.39 77.06 74.73 46.72 153.28 87.95

VL-PETsmall 2.18 77.69 74.89 47.92 150.24 87.69
VL-PETmiddleY 2.17 77.76 75.40 48.30 150.25 87.93
VL-PETmiddleY 2.17 77.58 75.15 47.93 151.13 87.95
VL-PETlarge 3.37 76.97 75.60 47.53 154.41 88.63

Table 3. Performance on video-text tasks with BART-base. We
report the result with one seed due to the submission limit of
VALUE benchmark. (Bold: best result among all PET techniques.
Underline: second-best result among all PET techniques.)

Method Params (%) VQA (%) GQA (%) NLVR2 (%) COCO (CIDEr) Avg.

VL-PET w/o G 2.97 65.220.14 53.350.39 72.650.44 120.190.68 77.850.34

VL-PETsmall 2.98 65.430.06 54.030.14 72.430.22 120.680.35 78.140.11

VL-PETmiddleX 2.98 65.540.09 54.530.15 72.660.17 120.720.51 78.370.14
VL-PETmiddleY 2.98 65.360.15 53.830.39 73.430.78 120.310.09 78.230.19

VL-PETlarge 4.16 66.170.27 55.110.17 73.430.35 122.030.46 79.180.14

Table 4. Effectiveness of granularity-controlled mechanism in
BART-base. (Bold: best result. Underline: second-best result.)

control over the decoders. In this case, we set X′ as the in-
put of value matrices (i.e., the final output of the encoders).

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Settings

Datasets. In this work, we conduct experiments on four
image-text downstream tasks and four video-text down-
stream tasks. Image-text tasks consist of visual question
answering (VQAv2 [11] and GQA [17]), visual reason-
ing (NLVR2 [47]) and image captioning (MSCOCO [5]).
Video-text tasks consist of video question answering
(TVQA [24] and How2QA [29]) and video captioning
(TVC [25] and YC2C [57]) from VALUE [30] benchmark.

Baselines and Evaluations. Our baselines consist of
state-of-the-art PET techniques, including BitFit [54],
Prompt Tuning [26], Compacter [21], HyperFormer [38],
LoRA [16], VL-Adapter [49] and LST [48]. To compare
these baselines with conventional PET module designs, we
propose four VL-PET modules (denoted as VL-PETlarge,
VL-PETmiddleX, VL-PETmiddleY and VL-PETsmall) with
lightweight PET module designs described in Sec. 3.2. We
also include full fine-tuning (i.e., train the entire PLMs
without PET modules) to facilitate a comprehensive com-
parison. Following [49], we adopt a trainable linear layer
as the visual projector and prepend a task-specific prompt
to the input sentence for each task, such as “vqa: [Q]”.
We share the PET module for different tasks and perform
multi-task learning via unified text generation [49] to ac-
quire cross-task knowledge. We run each experiment with
three seeds on image-text tasks and one seed on video-text
tasks due to the submission limit of the VALUE benchmark.
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Decoder VL-PETlarge Params (%) VQA (%) GQA (%) NLVR2 (%) COCO (CIDEr) Avg.
Self Cross FF

✓ ✗ ✗ 4.16 66.290.11 54.370.61 72.770.12 117.241.07 77.670.38

✗ ✓ ✗ 4.16 66.240.07 54.620.25 73.260.33 118.680.42 78.200.25

✗ ✗ ✓ 4.16 66.210.08 54.570.35 73.350.24 116.780.35 77.730.14

✓ ✓ ✗ 4.74 66.660.22 55.120.28 73.160.51 116.900.98 77.960.15

✓ ✗ ✓ 4.74 66.310.21 54.950.06 73.110.29 116.140.13 77.620.05

✗ ✓ ✓ 4.74 66.450.24 55.130.16 73.660.23 116.940.49 78.050.04

✓ ✓ ✓ 5.31 66.570.30 54.770.26 73.540.36 115.650.46 77.630.17

Table 5. Experiments on where to integrate VL-PETlarge into the
PLM decoders. (Self, Cross and FF indicate self-attention, cross-
attention and feed-forward modules of the PLM decoders. ✓: in-
sert. ✗: not insert. Bold: best average performance.)

Method Params (%) VQA (%) GQA (%) NLVR2 (%) COCO (CIDEr) Avg.

Decoder VL-PETlarge (Cross) 4.16 66.240.07 54.620.25 73.260.33 118.680.42 78.200.25

Decoder VL-PETlarge (CrossK) 4.16 63.250.29 53.320.25 67.141.12 114.520.54 74.550.29

Decoder VL-PETlarge (CrossV) 4.16 66.170.27 55.110.17 73.430.35 122.030.46 79.180.14

Table 6. Experiments on how to apply VL-PETlarge to the cross-
attention modules of the PLM decoders. (Cross: the whole cross-
attention module. CrossK: the key matrix of Cross. CrossV: the
value matrix of Cross. Bold: best average performance.)

LN Params (%) VQA (%) GQA (%) NLVR2 (%) COCO (CIDEr) Avg.
Encoder LN Decoder LN

✗ ✗ 4.14 66.170.08 54.680.16 72.420.08 121.090.42 78.590.13

✓ ✗ 4.16 66.170.27 55.110.17 73.430.35 122.030.46 79.180.14

✗ ✓ 4.16 66.140.24 55.060.58 73.080.22 120.090.31 78.590.19

✓ ✓ 4.18 66.230.12 54.600.57 72.800.26 121.180.22 78.700.13

Table 7. Effectiveness of layer normalization (LN). (✓: LN is
trainable. ✗: LN is frozen. Bold: best average performance.)

The average performance of multiple tasks serves as the cri-
terion for evaluating model performance. To measure the
efficiency of the models, we report the percentage of train-
able parameters, excluding the frozen vision encoder, which
is only used for offline visual feature extraction. We provide
the implementation details in the Appendix.

4.2. Main Results on Image-Text Tasks

To valid the efficiency, effectiveness and transferability
of our VL-PET framework and model-agnostic VL-PET
modules, we conduct experiments on image-text tasks with
different PLM backbones (i.e., BART-base and T5-base).

Image-Text Tasks with BART-base. Tab. 2 has shown
us the performance of full fine-tuning, state-of-the-art PET
techniques and four VL-PET instantiations on image-text
tasks with BART-base. All of our four VL-PET mod-
ules with lightweight PET module designs significantly
outperform other PET techniques, as shown in Fig. 1,
which demonstrates the efficiency and effectiveness of the
proposed VL-PET framework. Specifically, VL-PETlarge

outperforms VL-Adapter and LoRA in all downstream
tasks. VL-PETlarge relatively surpasses VL-Adapter by
2.92% with comparable trainable parameters (4.16% <
4.18%) and LoRA by 3.37% with fewer trainable parame-
ters (4.16% < 5.93%). VL-PETsmall, VL-PETmiddleX and
VL-PETmiddleY also surpass VL-Adapter by 1.57%, 1.87%
and 1.69% respectively, while utilizing far fewer trainable
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Figure 4. Effectiveness of the multi-head modular modification.

Method #Params VQA (%) GQA (%) NLVR2 (%) COCO (CIDEr) Avg.

VL-PETlarge (BART-base)
Single-task Learning 584M 66.130.17 53.680.18 50.361.24 121.630.72 72.950.40

Multi-task Learning 146M 66.170.27 55.110.17 73.430.35 122.030.46 79.180.14

VL-PETlarge (T5-base)
Single-task Learning 964M 66.290.09 54.430.19 60.162.21 122.580.33 75.870.56

Multi-task Learning 241M 66.950.21 56.060.21 73.420.46 121.660.06 79.520.21

Table 8. Effectiveness of multi-task learning with different PLMs.

parameters (2.98% < 4.18%). We observe that our VL-
PET method performs comparable to or even outperform
full fine-tuning, while most of the gains can be attributed
to improvements in the COCO captioning task. This phe-
nomenon justifies the necessity of our special VL-PET de-
signs (e.g., lightweight PET module designs) for encoders
and decoders, which helps to preserve the text generation
ability of the pre-trained decoders.

Image-Text Tasks with T5-base. Since the instantiated
VL-PET modules are model-agnostic modules, we trans-
fer them to another larger PLM backbone, i.e., T5-base. As
shown in Tab. 2, the observed trends of performance im-
provement of VL-PET modules in T5-base remain consis-
tent with those observed in BART-base. All of four VL-
PET modules with lightweight PET module designs sig-
nificantly outperform other PET techniques. In particu-
lar, VL-PETlarge outperforms LST, LoRA and VL-Adapter
on most downstream tasks with fewer trainable param-
eters (7.31% < 7.46% < 7.54% < 7.98%), except
for slightly lower performance on VQA compared to VL-
Adapter. Specifically, VL-PETsmall, VL-PETmiddleX, VL-
PETmiddleY and VL-PETlarge surpasses VL-Adapter and
LST by 1.92%, 3.07%, 2.95% and 3.41% respectively.
They also surpasses LoRA by 5.49%, 6.68%, 6.55% and
7.03% respectively. The performances of the VL-PET mod-
ules have shown a significant improvement in a larger PLM.
However, other PET techniques do not exhibit a similar im-
provement and some of them even perform was even worse
than their BART-base counterparts. These results demon-
strate the effectiveness, efficiency, and transferability of our
proposed VL-PET framework.
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Method Params (%) VQA (%) GQA (%) NLVR2 (%) COCO (CIDEr) Avg.

Compacter 2.70 64.630.09 52.700.24 71.110.35 114.690.42 75.780.21

+ Gsmall + LW 2.08 64.140.05 52.840.45 71.040.54 118.770.31 76.700.08

+ GmiddleX + LW 2.07 64.350.10 53.100.73 70.570.44 119.020.37 76.760.17

+ GmiddleY + LW 2.07 64.000.12 52.490.60 70.810.68 117.480.11 76.200.33

+ Glarge + LW 3.28 65.600.15 54.050.30 71.660.17 119.550.23 77.720.15

VL-Adapter 4.18 65.760.28 54.160.44 73.190.71 114.610.26 76.930.25

+ Gsmall + LW 2.98 65.560.17 54.340.32 71.950.23 119.100.25 77.740.11

+ GmiddleX + LW 2.98 65.730.12 54.900.10 73.040.50 118.340.91 78.000.31

+ GmiddleY + LW 2.98 65.670.17 54.110.29 73.180.34 117.380.52 77.580.08

+ Glarge + LW 4.16 66.310.23 55.090.37 73.460.37 119.050.83 78.470.11

Table 9. Transferring VL-PET designs to existing PET techniques. Experiments are conducted on image-text tasks with the BART-base
backbone. (LW: lightweight designs and trainable encoder LNs. Bold: the best result for different PET techniques.)

4.3. Transfer VL-PET Modules to Video-Text Tasks

In Tab. 3, we also test our instantiated VL-PET modules
with lightweight PET module designs on video-text tasks.
The four VL-PET modules outperform most state-of-the-
art PET techniques and attain performance comparable to
full fine-tuning with the BART-base backbone. Concretely,
VL-PETlarge surpasses VL-Adapter by 0.77% with compa-
rable trainable parameters (3.37% < 3.39%) and LoRA by
5.80% with fewer trainable parameters (3.37% < 5.17%).
VL-PETsmall, VL-PETmiddleX and VL-PETmiddleY per-
form on par with VL-Adapter with fewer trainable parame-
ters (2.18% < 3.39%) and also outperform LoRA by a large
margin. These results reveal the efficiency and effectiveness
of our VL-PET framework.

4.4. Ablation Studies

In this section, we conduct ablation studies on image-text
tasks with BART-base over three seeds by default. More ex-
periments (e.g., visual projector, scaling factor, task prompt
and weight initialization) are provided in the Appendix.

Granularity-controlled Mechanism. In Tab. 4, we study
the necessity of the proposed granularity-controlled mecha-
nism. The results indicate that VL-PET modules with gran-
ularity control significantly outperform the VL-PET mod-
ules without granularity control, which demonstrates the ef-
fectiveness of our granularity-controlled mechanism.

Multi-head Modular Modification. We ablate the number
of heads for multi-head modular modification of encoder
VL-PETlarge in Fig. 4 and apply this design to encoder VL-
Adapter for comparison. The best number of heads for VL-
PETlarge and VL-Adapter are 4 and 8, respectively. The
superior performance of multi-head over single-head in ei-
ther VL-PETlarge or VL-Adapter indicates the effectiveness
and transferability of our multi-head modular modification.

Lightweight PET Module Designs. Tab. 5 shows our ex-
ploration of simple yet effective designs. Compared to con-
ventional designs, the results point out that integrating de-
coder PET modules in the cross-attention modules only is
sufficient to achieve the best performance with fewer train-
able parameters. Subsequent experiments in Tab. 6 that ap-
ply VL-PET to finer-grained PLM modules (i.e., value ma-
trices of cross-attention) further improve the result, indicat-
ing the importance of positions of modular modifications.

Layer Normalization (LN). Unlike VL-Adapter [49]
which sets all LN as trainable, our experimental results
in Tab. 7 indicate that utilizing trainable encoder LNs and
frozen decoder LNs is a more effective strategy.

Multi-Task Learning. Multi-task learning fine-tunes a sin-
gle model for all tasks simultaneously, while single-task
learning fine-tunes a single model for each task separately.
As shown in Tab. 8, multi-task learning outperforms single-
task learning on most tasks with far fewer model param-
eters for all tasks (BART-base: 146M<584M, T5-base:
241M<964M). In particular, the performance on NLVR2

under multi-task learning surpasses the one of single-task
learning by a large margin, demonstrating that our VL-PET
framework can acquire cross-task knowledge under multi-
task learning. Therefore, multi-task learning is crucial for
enhancing performance and reducing model storage space.

4.5. Applying VL-PET Designs to Existing Methods

In this section, we validate the transferability of some
of our VL-PET designs to state-of-the-art PET techniques
(e.g., Compacter [21] and VL-Adapter [49]). As described
in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3, we first impose effective control
over the modular modifications introduced by these PET
techniques. To simplify the validation of lightweight PET
module designs, we only retain the decoder PET modules
in the cross-attention modules from their conventional de-
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Figure 5. Visualizations of Glarge for two randomly picked inputs from VQAv2 and NLVR2.

signs. As done in VL-PET, we similarly freeze the PLM
backbone, except for the encoder LNs. Results in Tab. 9
demonstrate that applying our VL-PET designs to exist-
ing PET techniques leads to significant performance im-
provements. In particular, Compacter and VL-Adapter with
GmiddleX outperform their original versions by 1.29% and
1.39%, respectively, while utilizing fewer trainable param-
eters (2.07% < 2.70% and 2.98% < 4.18%). Compacter
and VL-Adapter with Glarge even outperform their original
performance by 2.56% and 2.00%, respectively. These re-
sults again validate the universality of our VL-PET designs.

4.6. Qualitative Analysis

The granularity-controlled mechanism described in
Sec. 3.2 dynamically assigns importance weights to each
element in the intermediate hidden states. To gain more in-
sight into how it works, some visualizations are provided
in Fig. 5, where we visualize the heatmap of Glarge ∈
RN×d in the first encoder self-attention module of BART-
base (hidden dimension d=768). Given two randomly
picked inputs from VQAv2 and NLVR2, Glarge changes
dynamically based on the inputs and thus assigns different
importance weights to the hidden states. For some text to-
kens, large weights are densely assigned to almost all of
their elements. For other tokens (especially vision tokens),
large weights are sparsely distributed on their elements.
Such learned weight assignment strategies attest that our
granularity-controlled mechanism is a non-trivial method.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze and tackle some critical issues

overlooked by existing PET techniques on VL tasks (e.g.,
effective control over modular modifications, the encoder-

decoder connections and the unique abilities of encoders
and decoders). We propose a novel VL-PET framework
to effectively control the modular modifications introduced
by PET techniques via a granularity-controlled mechanism.
Considering different granularity control levels, multi-head
modular modifications and lightweight PET module de-
signs, a variety of model-agnostic VL-PET modules can be
instantiated from the proposed VL-PET framework for bet-
ter efficiency and effectiveness trade-offs. Extensive experi-
ments conducted on image-text and video-text tasks demon-
strate the efficiency, effectiveness and transferability of our
VL-PET framework. Moreover, we validate the universality
of our VL-PET designs (e.g., granularity-controlled mecha-
nism and lightweight PET module designs) by transferring
them to existing PET techniques, enabling them to achieve
significant performance improvements. Although our work
focuses on VL tasks, the ideas and designs presented in
this work (e.g., granularity-controlled mechanism, multi-
head modular modifications and lightweight PET module
designs) have the potential to be applied to other domains
(e.g., NLP and CV).
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